
Frequently Asked Questions in More Service
FAQ is the knowledge base in More Service.  FAQ has 2 types of knowledge articles:

FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions, these are published on user web )  - Known errors (available only to agents)  

Create a new FAQ from a case
When you find a good solution which users and / or other agents can benefit from, it's a good idea to create a new knowledge article. You can easily do 
this by using "Create FAQ from this Work log" icon in the work log.

  
Subject, Description, and Solution from the case are included in the article and an email is sent to Knowledge Manager that a proposal for new article has 
been registered (if the role is defined).
Knowledge Manager must publish the article before it becomes visible for users and agents. If no Knowledge Manager is defined, the article will be 
published automatically.

Use FAQ to solve a case
When you register a new case, and the System Map (CMDB) object matches a knowledge article, the question icon on the Subject field goes read.

  

Click the question icon to get a solution suggestion and choose a solution  - From here you can use the "Copy" button or close the window  - When you 
copy the solution to the case, the text from the knowledge article answer field is added to the case's solution field.
If you do not have text in the subject and description field of the case, "Copy " will fill in these fields as well.
You can click on the question icon to search for solutions at any time.

If you choos to use  a templat with the case description field will be added to the bottom of the email.

Questions and Answers to UserWeb
From the menu, user have access to the most popular questions-and-answers. In questions-and-answers user can search for relevant information to solve 



his/her own matter. Top 5 and Last 5 appear at the top of the view, then all questions-and-answers. 

A user can help himself by using "questions-and-answers", so that Service Desk can focus on other cases.



 
When a user registers a new case (and the setting is enabled), More Service will present possible solutions based on the text in the Subject field.  From 
here, users can choose to register the case if the suggestions do not solve the problem.
It is registered as a viewed article when:  - when a user presses "This solved the problem", it will be registered as "Helped."

If the user presses "This did not solve the problem", it will be recorded as "Not helped"  
Keywords are saved, the number and which FAQs that were detected.  
• The counters helped / shown / not helped can be found in "Service Desk"  "FAQ".   
• The search teller appears in agent web "Service Desk" -> "Reports" -> "FAQ"    Here you can also see how many times the article has been shown.
 

FAQ tab under Service Desk tab
Here are all the FAQs with status       and    .Published Suggestions
All agents can create new knowledge articles from here.  If a knowledge manager is defined, he/she must publish the article before it becomes visible.

FAQ from   Admin tab
The administrator in More Service has access to the «FAQ» tab under «Servicedesk»-> «Admin». Here are all knowledge articles and the "Show only 
suggestions" button makes it easy to review new articles to be published.
Articles have a field for expiration date. The default expiry date is set 1 year in advance. Here the knowledge manager can also choose the date. When the 
time expires, the publication becomes inactive and the article will get status «Suggestions», it is no longer visible.



Admin settings for FAQ
Under the «Admin»  > "Roles"-tab, a knowledge manager can be defined. The tasks of the role are to ensure that published articles are relevant > «Setup» 
and set up according to the organization's template. Once this role is defined, an email will be sent when new articles are created. New articles get status «

» and knowledge manager can quality assure the content and then publish the article.Suggestion
If no knowledge manager is defined, all articles will be published automatically, without quality assurance.

Under the section "  Setup " "Setting per. User Group "( New case, Filter & FAQ) will be set up if user should get suggestions for new file registration and 
whether the section with all FAQs should be shown.
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